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7. Conclusion.

We have conducted a
using data from the V4H experiment onboard the Swedish Viking

spacecraft. Over the time period March-December 1986, we have detected
. We find the highest power preferentially at low frequencies

(10-19 kHz) and at relatively low altitudes (1500-5500 km). There appears to be
. The least intense VLF waves are observed in the dusk sector.

We have just started the same kind of analysis with data from the
to complete the frequency and spatial coverage.

statistical study of the VLF electric field power spectral densities in
the Earth's magnetosphere

systematic spatial
variations of the VLF wave power

much less VLF
wave activity above 6000 km

Whisper experiment
onboard the four Cluster spacecraft

6. Histogram of the dataset in 1 bin.

We select all the data used in (7500-10500
km, 70-80 deg, 06-09 MLT) to evaluate the distribution of the
data. By comparison with a Poisson and a Gauss distribution,
we can observe that

. This means that
our statistical sample is homogeneous. The same analysis
with other bins gives the same conclusion, when the

, which is the case
of most of the bins.

1 selected bin

the distribution of the data is
following rather well these distributions

number
of data per bins is larger than 10000 data

C) Frequency Dependence.

Distribution of the electric field power spectral densities as a
function of frequency:

in (50-60,60-70,70-80,80-90 °)
in (height range of ±1500 km)

.
The wave data at low invariant latitudes (50-60 deg) and
middle altitude (4500-10500 km) indicate

. At 60-70 deg invariant latitude, the low
altitude data exhibit a in the
whole range of VLF frequencies. This power-law spectrum is
observed up to 80 deg invariant latitude. In contrast, at very
high invariant latitudes the spectra flatten out at 15-35 kHz.

�

�

�

4 invariant latitude bins
4 altitude bins

averaged over all MLT sectors

lower wave power
above 20-25 kHz

near power-law distribution

B) Magnetic Local Time Dependence.

Distribution of the electric field power spectral densities as a
function of frequency:

in (with a height range of 1500 km)
in (night, dawn, noon, dusk)

(50-90 deg).

In the day
side, the waves seem to be weaker, particularly at higher
frequencies.

�

We notice that the waves are
(below 7500 km).

The dawn sector illustrates waves that are
somewhat more evenly distributed over altitudes, and
roughly following power laws over the 10-40 kHz frequency
interval. There is a

. Except in the day side, it seems
that the .

�

�

�

4 altitude ranges
4 different MLT sectors

averaged over all invariant latitudes

altitude dependence of the wave
power

most intense in the night
sector and at lower altitudes

larger
in the night sector
wave power decreases with altitude

5. Statistical Results.
A) Invariant Latitude Dependence.

Color scale binned distribution

selected frequency bins
24-bin height resolution
20-bin invariant latitude resolution

more intense waves are found
at lower altitudes and at lower invariant
latitudes

of the electric field power
spectral densities with four panels containing:

(10-19,19-28,28-37,37-46 kHz)
(1500-13500 km)

(50-90 deg).
We observe a significant variation of the power with invariant
latitude. At 10-19 kHz, the

(1500-2500 km)
(54-60 deg). The trend shifts towards higher

altitudes (2500-5500 km) with higher invariant latitudes (66-
80 deg). This trend appears much weaker, and the wave
power is lower, with higher wave frequencies considered.

�

�

�

We describe below the statistical rate of occurrence of
for geomagnetic invariant latitudes in the range 50-90 degrees, for all magnetic

local times sectors, and for geographic altitudes ranging from 1500 to 13500 km (
).

Darrouzet
et al., 2003 [7]

10-46 kHz VLF power spectral
densities

In this study, we display power spectral densities rather than
wave amplitudes as in the work of ], in
order
(e.g., ; ).

This study has been based on electric field power spectral
densities during 10 months measurements in the northern
hemisphere (1162 files of 15 minutes data). This is why the
distribution of the data as a function of magnetic local time and
invariant latitude is not equally distributed in space.

.

The data have been collected over a wide range of
geomagnetic conditions as reflected in the histogram of the
Kp-index values during the period over which the data have
been collected. The Kp distribution shows that

, but there are few data
sets with Kp>5.

Andre et al. (2002)

Green and Boardsen, 1999 Parrot, 1990

[4

[5] [6]
to be consistent with most earlier statistical studies

Most of
the data used in this work are confined between 3 to 15 hr
MLT, and at invariant latitude above 60 degrees

values of 1 to
3 (low activity) are most prevalent

The experiment measured
using two 80 m dipole antennae located

perpendicular to the spin axis of the spacecraft. The
signal has been Fourier-analyzed onboard Viking by
a Stepped Frequency Analyzer, with, in standard
operation,

. These electric field
power spectral densities were downloaded from a
French data center, the (

: ),
( ).

Centre de Données
de la Physique des Plasmas
Darrouzet and Lemaire, 2002

http://cdpp.cesr.fr/
[3]

two components of the
electric field

a time resolution of 2.4 sec and a
frequency resolution of 1 kHz

CDPP

3. The Viking mission and the V4H dataset.

To begin with a systematic study of the high latitude region, we report results from a
observed in the northern

hemisphere by the wave experiment V4H ( ) on the Swedish Viking
spacecraft from March to December 1986.

Bahnsen et al., 1988 [2]
statistical study of VLF wave power spectral densities

PI of the experiment Preliminary results

Institute of the PI (country) Measured data

E-mail of the PI Data range

Type of experiment Sensitivity

Bibliographical references experiment Time resolution

Link(s) to Web site(s) Sampling rate

Start experiment operation Data format and support

End experiment operation Location of the data

Lifetime of the experiment References about the data

Highest data rate High-resolution data

2. The SEVEM Web site.

The SEVEM Web site is a large that:
Identifies past and current satellites that have made, or are making,

in the magnetosphere.
Provides about wave instruments onboard satellites, e.g.

antennas and magnetometers.
Provides concerning the available data.
Provides information on the .

The survey involved a . For each one, information was
grouped into two categories:

(names, project manager, space agency, lifetime, etc).
(type of orbit, apogee, perigee, orbital period, etc).

Additionally, SEVEM provides updated
hyperlinks to information on the acronyms
used and on the technical description of

.

(Ground-Based from the British
Antarctic Survey, and Polar Patrol Balloon Projects from NIPR in Japon).

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

The SEVEM Web provides also information on:
on ELF/VLF waves in the magnetosphere (with

bibliographical references and exemples of results).
�

table/catalogue
wave measurements

bibliographical information

bibliographical references
availability and location of the archived data

hundred magnetospheric satellites

Satellite information
Orbital information

wave experiments

Other projects related to ELF/VLF measurements

Existing statistical wave models

the

1. Introduction.

The long-term objective of the project (Statistical ELF and VLF Environment Models)
is, by examining and analyzing satellite electromagnetic magnetosphere data, to build

,
i.e., to develop empirical and statistical models of the 3-dimensional distribution of wave
parameters such as amplitude, polarization, and frequency ( .Darrouzet et al., 2001 [1])

We present here the SEVEM web site ( ), which
contains a comprehensive in the terrestrial
magnetosphere that are, or have been, equipped with

.

We report here the development of a
as surveyed onboard the Swedish

spacecraft in the high-latitude region in the northern hemisphere.

SEVEM

statistical maps of the VLF, ELF and plasma wave distribution in the magnetosphere

http://www.magnet.oma.be/sevem/
catalogue/table of all the missions/satellites

radio antennae and/or fluxgate
magnetometers

data-based model of the electric field power
spectral densities in the VLF band (10-46 kHz) Viking
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